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Introduction 
 
So how is development going? 
 
Having finished most of the development and moving towards the final phase of this project                

we need to make sure there is no stone left unturned. Until recently we mainly did small                 
testing here and there with a small number of friends just to make sure our game is fun and                   
moving towards the right direction. These last two weeks though we managed to create a               
number of full scale tests where our users played all our levels, filled out a questionnaire and                 
sat down for a short interview with members of our team. After having analyzed their               
feedback we will solve any bugs that come up and make all necessary changes to bring the                 
game to its maximum potential. 
 
 

Beta Test 
 
This semester’s playtesting experience was much smoother and easier for us than             

the previous one. Firstly, because we already had a number of players that were              
familiar with the game and secondly because this time every member of the team              
could invite people to his own house since the only thing needed to run the game                
was a pc compared to last semester where only one of our team had the Htc Vive. 
Before the testing started we showed them some of our initial ideas and sketches as                

well as our prototype. We talked to them a little bit in a casual way trying to explain to                   
them what we wanted to be the core feeling of our game before we even started                
developing. Since there is no real mention of it in game we also gave them an                
overview of the universe that the game was taking place in and a small background               
story of our main hero Unity chan in order to give the player an idea of what he is                   
going to face.  
Right after than we advised them to voice their thoughts while they were playing and                

also to ask anything they want. We sat down in a corner inside our rooms and took                 
notes while they were playing, what they asked, where they got stuck and in general               
whatever we as developers observed and thought we should modify in the game             
based on the reactions we got. Once the session was finished, we gave our testers               
a quick form that contained a number of statements which would allow them to              
disagree or agree (from a scale of 1 to 5) with them. We did it using the statement                  
method this semester because we observed that because the testers are our friends,             
it was much easier for them to agree/disagree to a certain statement than to give a                
low rating to something.  
 
 



 
 
 

 
The form had 4 categories: 
● User Interface 
● Visual Effects 
● Gameplay 
● Environment 
 
There was also an extra question in the end where we asked them to rate our game                  

from a scale of 1 - 10. 
Once the survey was completed we had a quick discussion with the players where              
they told us how they liked the game, what really got under their skin and what                
suggestions they may had for us to improve. After the dialogue had ended we made               
notes of the important parts. 
 
We also created the same form in “Google Forms” so that it would be easier to                 

include in the presentation and for future or long distance tests. 
 

 
 
We tried get some testers with diverse backgrounds even though we did not really               

have any hopes for a wide range of players but mainly students around our age. We                
managed to find two people above the age of thirty/forty and even two above the age                
of sixty. In total we had : 

● 12 Testers 
● 5 women 
● 7 men 
● 2 women above 50 
● 2 men above 30 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd_Wtp0MMW10O5VSKN3duVUqHl9MzUO8Qbd7upd5Eg_08Q_hA/viewform?usp=sf_link


 
 
 

 
 
User Interface Interaction 
 
When it came to the menu and in-game UI we had for the most part very good                  

feedback. Back in the beginning of the project we chose to go with a minimalistic               
black and white look where the only thing that would stand out was the game’s logo. 
The first screen is the one with the most options, but the custom mouse with the                 

highlight feedback from the buttons made it very easy for the users to navigate              
though the game’s options. After clicking on “Play” there was a linear path to starting               
the game so there were no difficulties there either. 

Our users also found the song selection part easy to use since all of them managed                 
to navigate through the library and find a song that they liked and did not mention                
any negative aspects of it during the interview. 

There were some small issues during the skill selection part though. Even though              
we put tag labels like “First skill” on the left path of every row, players still got                 
confused and tried to select their skills in a column fashion. On top of that every user                 
complained that there was no description on what every skill does so that they could               
create their own strategy, forcing them to guess based on the icons. 

Lastly the biggest success was the in-game interface since we got a lot of               
compliments on it’s art style as well as how intuitive and easy to use it was. 
 
 



 
 
 

 
Visual Effects  
 

We also received great feedback on what we consider the core aspect of our game,                
the visual effects. In general almost all users agreed that they blend in with the               
environment very nicely and that they truly give you the feeling that the whole level               
“becomes one with the music” intensifying the listening experience. When asked           
what they thought this statement means most of them replied that it adds the              
element of fun, and that alone makes them want to go back and play songs that they                 
loved at some point in their life but would do not listen to anymore simply because                
they have heard them so many times already. But listening to them in a game like                
ours completely changes the experience. 
While observing the playtest we also noted that when the songs (most of which               

belonged to the EDM genre) reached their climax the players went to the spot that               
gave them the best view in order to watch what would happen, which made us really                
happy. 
There was no real drawback except from the fact that the users mainly watched the                

lights and did not pay attention to other smaller vfx. This is either because they are                
the best looking effects or simply because in real life we always see lights paired               
with music in video clips and concerts. We do not really see it as a bad thing though                  
since the final output is very appealing to the users. 
 



 
 
 

 
Gameplay 
 
We already knew from our previous short play tests that gameplay would be a               

controversial point of discussion between the different players. Through the          
discussions and question forms it is obvious that the game is harder than what              
originally intended, but we are not sure if this is a good or bad thing. 40% of our                  
players that are playing games on a regular basis enjoyed this part of the game but                
also agreed that casual players will have a very hard time reaching and defeating the               
end boss especially if a fast song is playing. 
Another difference is that even without the feedback, more experience players could             

immediately spot the shield skill and use it if they were struggling in the game               
whereas with most players we had to drop a few hints along the way. We also                
noticed that after introducing the shield skill all the players could most of the time               
pass the enemies stage based on which song was playing but still had difficulties              
when it came to the final boss. 
Leaving difficulty aside though all players enjoyed the combat system very much             

and very quickly figured out how they should move around the arena to ensure both               
survivability and low enemy count. 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
Environment & Miscellaneous  
 
There is not much to say here since all users both in the form and during the                  

interview stated that they really liked the graphics and art style of the levels and also                
enjoyed the fact that we added different outfits for the protagonist in each level.              
When they were asked about animations they also agreed that they were pretty             
realistic and that the variety of sword hits made them want to get close to the                
enemies.  
 

 
 
Overall Game Score :  8/10 

 



 
 
 

Suggestions 
Towards the end of the interview we asked if they had any suggestions to improve               
the game. 
 

● Add  descriptions to the skills 
● Create a short cinematic before the game starts in order to explain the             

background story (Adorable) 
● Create more characters for the other races 
● Allow the player to  change the difficulty by himself 
● Make the final Boss easier 
● Allow the user to insert a song straight from youtube  
● Make the jazz level look a bit more destroyed 

 

Changes  

 
Based on the feedback we got we decided to proceed and implement the following              
changes in order to wrap up the project :  
 

● Add description to the skills 
● Disable icons on both rows and columns in order to make the choosing skills              

procedure more intuitive 
● Decrease the damage of the final boss on the first level  
● Add bosses on the other two levels 
● Create health packs that will spawn around the map between phases 
● Add a slider on the menu that will allow the player to choose among easy,               

normal and hard difficulties. 
● Polish some of the prop objects to blend in with the style of each level 

 
After we finished our discussions with the players we decided to take advantage of              
the play test matrix that was included in this years playtesting document in order to               
test if even after exchanging opinions and thoughts out testers viewed the game as              
we did. To our surprise, while we made sure not to include any rng elements               
(random number generator) a lot of our testers believed there was a chance factor              
in the game which we didn’t account for. When asked what did they mean by that                
they stated that it had to do with the fact that most of them chose to play with a                   
pre-downloaded track they were not familiar with, while we when testing were using             
the same tracks knowing by heart every single beat. 
Below you can see our expectation in the left vs where our testers thought our game                
belonged. 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Playtesting Conclusion  

 
This part of the development cycle proved itself from the very beginning to be also                

the most important one. Having some experience due to last semester’s project we             
have been lucky enough to have playtested a number of the game features among              
friends in the past. Because of this we were confident that we were moving towards               
the right direction and now that we almost reached the end, we will only have to shift                 
our attention to fixing some small bugs and implementing a small number of features              
in order for the game to reach it’s full potential. 

We consider our playtesting session a success because we got a complete image              
of how different kinds of players view our game and got to find out issues that we                 
completely overlooked before. Going deeper into development and getting closely to           
the end of the project we were too busy trying to solve game breaking problems and                
lost track of other small problems that despite their size can deeply affect the user’s               
experience. The best example would be how we forgot to include instructions on             
what every skill does even though we spent so much time tweaking them to fit the                
gameplay. 
Despite some minor complaints though this phase of development proved to be             

quite the confidence boost for us, since we only found issued when it comes to the                
difficulty. All our users seemed to enjoy the game from start to end and our main                
goal of enhancing the listening experience was achieved. The next step is to make              
those final adjustments , review our project and prepare ourselves for the demo day. 
 
 


